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MY THOUGHTS ON DESIGN AND HOW THEY HAVE SHAPED ME.
Design, creation & painting have always been a strong passion of mine. It was not until I experienced different cultures, lifestyles and
personalities through travel that I realised how great the influence of design has on people and equally how people & culture influence
design, both its aesthetic and function. During my studies, I have developed my understanding of this concept through my work in
high-end hospitality venues.
I have been fortunate enough to gain exposure to the global design industry through various international design exhibitions in which
I was an exhibitor, such as Milan Design Week 2018 and Vivid Design competition. This has further broadened my understanding of
professional & international design practices.
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DESIGN RELATED SKILLS
Logo design
Business card design
Booklet/layout design
Typography design
Ideation and concept sketching
UX design
Design development and research
Branding
Websit design
Outsourcing
Time management
Managing social media assets

DESIGN PROGRAMS
Adobe suite, highly skilled in:
Photoshop
Illustrator
Microsoft office
Mac
Soildworks
Keyshot
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Black box D106
Computer services unit D208
Computer labs 1-2 D103 D104
Ceramics studio EB
Drawing studio F201, F206
Digital painting and copy centre D107
Dean’s office DG04
Design studios 1-2 D301 – D302
Environments studio D304
Galleries
Graphics media studio F114
Jewellery studio F116-F121
Lecture theatre EG02
Library A
Photography studio DB

UNSW WAYFINDING

ST VINCENT DE PAUL
LOGO REDESIGN

BOOKLET GRID LAYOUT

VESPA CONCEPT

CONTENTS

Art & design

ANALYSING
BRIEF

Needs to be designed for
UNSW art and design, but
would like it to be easily up
scaled for other campuses

The client (UNSW Art & Design) requires an innovative solution to the problem of wayfinding
around the campus. The response to this site-specific brief must contain consistent directional

The icons need to allow
visitors and students to find
facilities with ease, clear
icon design is needed.

elements and iconography designed to orientate faculty, students and visitors from the street

I want the visitors to be able to
find facilities without the use of a
device. The use of key signage is
to guide people from the front
entrance to their destination on
campus.

perimeter of the campus, to individual buildings and facilities, and then to the respective floors
and rooms of the buildings without confusion. It should include methodologies for locating and
signposting spaces such as studios, workshops, library, administrative departments, learning
commons, research labs, makerspace, and other facilities and services such as the library, lecture
theatre and toilets. The wayfinding system must utilise key elements of UNSW branding system.
Your design concept must apply human-centred universal design principles, such as accessibility,
that are appropriate to all users of the campus

The use of the logo and colour
scheme could be implemented
allowing it to align with the
UNSW brand.

RESEARCH
WAYFINDING

Wayfinding is the cognitive element of navigation. It does not involve movement of any kind but only
the tactical and strategic parts that guide movement. wayfinding is not merely a planning stage that
To the right are the most influential excerpts
from the research I conducted. These helped to
create legible signage which in turn will create
efficient movement on campus.

precedes motion. Wayfinding and motion are intimately tied together in a complex negotiation that is
navigation. An essential part of wayfinding is the development and use of a cognitive map, also
referred to as a mental map

Darken, R.P. and Peterson, B., 2014. Spatial orientation, wayfinding, and representation.
.

Cognitive maps, though, are not just a set of spatial mental structures denoting relative position, they
contain attributive values and meanings. As Wood and Beck (1989) explain, the cognitive map is not
independent of meaning, of role, of function, of need, of end, and of purpose. This distinction leads to
the conclusion that a cognitive map includes knowledge about places as well as knowledge consisting
of spatial relationships (Kaplan, 1976) and that cognitive maps involve the integration of 'images,
information and attitudes about an environment' (Spencer & Blades, 1986 p. 240). They are in effect
'representations of objects and their associations' involving generic and motivational information.
Kitchin, R.M., 1994. Cognitive maps: What are they and why study them?. Journal of environmental psychology, 14(1), pp.1-19.

RESEARCH
UNSW LOGO EVALUATION

Over the course of time there has been a contemporary evolution of the UNSW brand
whilst still paying homage to the original coat of arms which was granted by the collage
heralds in 1952.
This will be an important element in my wayfinding aesthetic allowing people to distinguish
they are on UNSW campus.

IMAGE BOARD
One of the original ideas of the design was to use the colour theory as there are 6 building
which all sit in a circular pattern. This would mean that the complementary colour would be
the building opposite of the building of primary colour.

FINAL DESIGN
FONT & COLOUR

The distinctive yellow and black colours incorporated in the UNSW brand are
implemented allowing a synergy with the UNSW brand. The two colours are
contrasting allowing for ease of wayfinding.

C75 M68 Y67 K90

C0 M5 Y100 K0

R0 G0 B0

R255 G230 B0

#000000

#FFE600

Arial is the chosen font because of the ease of legibility from a distance.
Again this font is incorporated in the UNSW brand.

Arial

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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FINAL DESIGN
ICONOGRAPHY
The icons were developed by using a minimalistic philosophy, this allows for ease of
legibility whilst having a unique aesthetic.

FINAL DESIGN
SIGNAGE
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Computer services unit D208
Computer labs 1-2 D103 D104
Ceramics studio EB
Drawing studio F201, F206
Digital painting and copy centre D107
Dean’s office DG04
Design studios 1-2 D301 – D302
Environments studio D304
Galleries
Graphics media studio F114
Jewellery studio F116-F121
Lecture theatre EG02
Library A
Photography studio DB
Image capture labs F203, F204
Object design studio F115
Resource centre & AV support D
Seminar rooms F0202, F205
Student centre DG01
Seminar rooms F0202, F205
Sculpture studio F123
Tool room F100
Textiles studio F102
Virtual reality C
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Disabled access
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RESEARCH
VINNIES LOGO

I will be using the same colour from the original logo

The main idea is to modernise the logo whilst paying homage
to the original and its meaning.

C100 M89 Y15 K3
R34 G62 B135
#223e87

The St Vincent de Paul Society logo is used in many countries and is recognised
everywhere as a symbol of hope and goodwill. The logo has three components:
the hands symbol, the text and the slogan.

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT

FINAL DESIGN
LOGO
The hand of crist blessing the cup.
The 8 values that St vincent de paul embodies.

The negative space representing the the hand of love
offering the cup
The hand of suffering giving the cup.

Shape of an eye highlighting how St Vincent de paul
see the peopel in suffering

St Vincent de Paul Society

`

St Vincent de Paul Society

St Vincent de Paul Society

Two variations of the logo will create greater flexibility depending on the application.
St Vincent de Paul Society

FINAL DESIGN
BUSINESS CARDS

spot gloss

St Vincent de Paul Society

St Vincent de Paul Society

St Vincent de Paul Society

John Eastwood
Director
John1@stvincent.com
0410 674 889

John Eastwood
Director
John1@stvincent.com
0410 674 889

John Eastwood
Director
John1@stvincent.com
0410 674 889

FINAL DESIGN
FACEBOOK/FLYER

St Vincent de Paul Society

St Vincent de Paul Society

St Vincent de Paul Society

St Vincent de Paul Society

FINAL DESIGN
GRID

FINAL DESIGN
GRID AND CONTENT

FINAL DESIGN

RESEARCH
BRAND HISTORY

Piaggio Vespa is an iconic Italian brand, which was founded in 1884 in Italy. Vespa’s deep connection to its Italian heritage
which allows the product to be a reflection of the individual and that moment in history.

FINAL DESIGN
COLOURS

Yellow

Gaphite

Cream

Matte Green

Matte Black
Frozen Purple

Off white

Warm Red

Off white

Vintage Red

Matte Blue

Warm Brown
Vintage Red

Winter Brown

Matte Black

Body

Black

Seat

If you like wearing bright colours or subtle tones, Piaggio Vespa can cater to any style. With an expansive colour range,
varying from bright summer yellows to warm winter browns, each customer is able to personalise their
Vespa and accessories to their own style.

Cream Brown

Helmet

FINAL DESIGN
PERSONA 1

Body

Cream Brown

Seat

Cream

Helmet

Matte Black

FINAL DESIGN
PERSONA 2

Body

Cream Brown

Seat

Cream

Helmet

Matte Black

FINAL DESIGN
PERSONA 3

Body

Vintage Red

Seat

Cream

Helmet

Matte Black

